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Abstract-The two major  objectives of sensory aids for  the  blind 
are to  permit access to  printed matter and t o  permit safe travel 
through the emfironment. The difficulties  of designing  technological 
means t o  achieve these  objectives  are in many respects unrelated t o  
the concerns of  the engineering  laboratory. Social, economic, polit- 
ical, and  logistic  considerations all play a role. 

The ”blind population“ in the  United  States  includes  both  the 
totally blind and  those with a  wide^ range of visual  impairment.  This 
population  totals about 400 OOO people in which  the aged, the  mul- 
tiply handicapped, and  those with significant  residual  vision  pre- 
dominate.  Singly handicapped, working-aged people are the  initial 
targets of  thecurrent sensoryaids. Expamion of  their range of  useful- 
ness t o  larger  fractions of  the blind population  is expected t o  come 
later. 

About 8OOagencies serve the blind population in the  United States, 
and in 1967 they  were  responsible for an annual expenditure of $500 
million. In contrast the sensory-aids research and  development  budget 
was leso than S l  million. Neverthdass, several potentially  useful  pro- 
totype devices have been developad and are about to  be evaluated in 
this  country; at least one is of  foreign  origin. But if these devices are 
ever t o  have the  opportunity  of reaching the  blind  public,  then  mech- 
anisms for evaluation, field  trials,  manufacture, and deployment  must 
be set up. 

The field  of  currently  active sensory-aids research programs  is 
reviewed. Several programs are concerned with increasing the  con- 
venience and accessibility of braille  by  the  application  of  computer 
tedinology. Nevertheless, despite the unquestionable value of these 
developments, the usefulness of  braille  is  limited  by  its bulk, its cost, 
and the  transcription  time. 

To provide direct access to  printed documents several devices are 
being developed that transfonn  optical images from a printed page 
into  auditory  or  tactile displays requiring  motivation  and  training 
for  effective use. These machines are termed  “direct-translation” 
units and are designed for simplicity  and  low  cost.  Other systems 
utilize print recognition  techniques t o  create a reading machine pro- 
viding  braille or speech as an output. These machines offer  potentially 
faster  reading  rates and their use promises t o  be easier t o  learn  than 
direct-translation machines, but at the penalty of complexity and 
high cost. 

Several mobility aids designed t o  augment the cane or guide  dog 
have recently been developed. These are also described. 

The prospects of achieving  direct input to  the visual  cortex are 
discussed. It is apparent that  the cost of  this research is  likely t o  be 
extremely high in  relation to  the sire of  the  blind  population  which 
might  ultimately  benefit.  Somewhat  more easily realizable is a visual 
substitution system involving  stimulation  of  an area of  the skin. 
Several systems are being developed but all suffer  from  limitations  in 
image  resolution. 

Finally, an  examination of  the  organization  of research and fund- 
ing reveals that the U.S. program  is small, poorly  coordinated. and 
contains some seemingly unnecessary duplication  of  effort. Several 
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obvious lessons emerge which, if heeded. could  greatly  improve  the 
effectiveness of sensory-aids research by  providing development, 
manufacture, evaluation. and deployment services within an inte- 
grated  program. 

F 
INTRODUC~ON 

OR more  than 150 years braille and the cane  have 
been the two most important aids to the rehabilitation 
of the blind. The basic  needs  have not changed and 

attempts  to devise  new artificial systems or sensory aids to 
substitute for sight have  usually broken  down to the same 
major objectives  symbolized by braille and a cane. The first 
is to provide a means whereby a blind man  can read normal 
printed matter, and the second  is to aid him  in traveling 
and navigating through the environment safely and effi- 
ciently.  Since the beginning  of this century various electronic 
and mechanical aids have  been  designed  with one  or the 
other of  these  objectives  in  view, but success has been  ex- 
tremely limited. The reasons for this slow progress are num- 
erous and stem  in large part  from technological constraints, 
limited  resources, and  an imperfect understanding of the 
complex  processes that underlie the activities  these  devices 
are intended to assist. This paper is concerned  with a survey 
of the current state of  research on sensory aids for the 
blind, and will explore the technical, economic, social, 
and  human factors which  have  influenced and  shaped its 
progress. 

For the casual reader to whom the simple title “Sensory 
Aids for the Blind” may not have aroused great curiosity, 
a rider has been added. This paper should be  of interest to 
a wider,  philosophically  inclined readership, because the 
field it describes  exemplifies  in  microcosm  many  of the 
problems  that technology  will  face  with greater frequency 
in the future. The  development of  mass transportation 
systems, for example,  whether in the air or in urban  com- 
munities, requires the resolution of numerous social, 
economic,  and logistic problems unrelated to the design 
office and the engineering laboratory. The point to be made 
here is that the peculiar  difficulties  faced  in the design  of 
sensory aids for the blind are not also exclusively  technical. 
The  problems lie  in the creation of a device capable of 
achieving an intimate interface between the blind user, his 
environment,  and his  society. Thus it is important  that we 
understand the characteristics of the blind population  and 
the attitudes of  society towards  it, for these factors have had, 
and will continue to have, an  important influence on the 
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directions taken by various research efforts. With this in 
mind it is appropriate  to begin  by  reviewing  some  of the 
major characteristics of the blind population in the United 
States. 

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE BLIND POPULATION 
The term blindness embraces a spectrum  of visual defi- 

ficiency,  ranging from  a level at which it is possible to read 
with special optical aids to  total blindness. The definition of 
economic blindness’ used in registers of the blind varies 
slightly from  state to state,  but  the  most commonly adopted 
rubric  both here and  abroad is a visual acuity of  less than 
20/2002 in the better eye using the best optical correction, 
or visual acuity of more  than 20/200 if the widest  diameter 
of the field of vision subtends no greater than 20 degrees. 
Thus the use  of the collective noun  “the blind’ should  be 
understood to imply the totally blind and the  severely 
visually  impaired. 

At  the present time there are  no accurate figures for  the 
total  number of blind people  in the United States, but there 
are in  existence three principal estimates [l ]  as given  in 
Table  I. Of these estimates, the highest is more  than three 
times the lowest. Wide variations exist  because the different 
agencies use different definitions of blindness, different test 
methods, and different sampling  procedures [5]. Schon [l ] 
suggests that this state of the data may  be the norm in social 
and medical  fields rather  than the exception. If the various 
subpopulations of the blind were  known  only to  an accuracy 
of plus or minus 15 percent, he indicates that we could im- 
prove the rationality of our allocation of national resources 
on research, both in preventive medicine and in rehabilita- 
tion. In the context of planning the development  of sensory 
aids, the lack of accurate data  on the  number of potential 
users and their present habits  and capabilities is also to be 
regretted [6] although some insight on this subject may  be 
gained from  a  unique  study  carried  out by the Government 
Social Survey in England [7]. 

Several of those who  have  worked  with the economically 
blind have  observed that the same  objectively  measured 
visual defect incapacitates people to a different degree. In 
one respect this may be attributed to a deficiency in the 
Snellen metric which  gauges primarily distance vision, but 
more  profound  than this is the fact that measurements of 
visual acuity give  very little indication of the functional 
efficiency  of a blind person. Several authors have cited the 
need to develop  measures  of visual, sensory, motor, psycho- 
logical, and  motivational  factors  [8]-[lo]  among  the blind, 
and  a considerable amount of research into these questions 
is still required. In addition the precise  effects  of blindness on 
personality, abstract functioning, and concept  development 
are  important  questions which are receiving  some attention, 
primarily in children [l l] ,  [12]. The answers can have an 

The term  legal  blindness  is  sometimes used loosely  in  this context. 
However, the  term legally  blind  applies  only to a  person qualified for 
public  benefits under  a definition embodied in  law [5]. 

* An acuity  expressed as 20/200  indicates that  the subject can see, at  a 
distance of 20 feet, letters on a Snellen chart which a  person with normal 
sight can see at a  distance of 200 feet. 

TABLE I 

Source Rate per 1OOO Total 
Population  United  States 

MRA projection to total (1966) 1.5 290 OOO [2] 
NSPB  fact  book (1965) 2.1 416 OOO [3] 
National  health survey (1968) 5.6 1 090 OOO [4]. 

important influence on the development of rehabilitation 
techniques and sensory aids  that  a blind or visually im- 
paired person  will readily accept. 

The characteristics of the “visible” blind population, i.e., 
those that  are known to the organizations and agencies 
concerned  with blindness, have  changed  significantly  since 
1900. From 1900 to 1930 the blind were identified primarily 
as children and  adults of  working age, and the dominant 
causes of blindness were war, industrial accidents, and 
disease. The blind were  assumed to have only the single 
handicap of blindness. Today, the population of the severely 
visually  impaired  in the United States is  heavily  weighted 
toward the aged blind, the multiply handicapped,  especially 
among children and the poor ethnic minorities, especially 
the low-skilled, and those with significant residual vision. 
The estimates vary  from 40 percent (MRA) to 65 percent 
(NHS) as  to  the  proportion of blind persons  over  65. The 
dominant causes of blindness among the old are degenera- 
tion, diabetes, and  other multiple etiologies characteristic 
of increasing age. Among children the dominant causes are 
genetic and  prenatal influences [13] which tend to be asso- 
ciated with other disabilities in addition to blindness. But 
it  is apparent  that  to  a very great degree the problems of 
blindness are synonymous  with the problems  of aging [14]. 

This shift in the makeup of the “visible” blind population 
has tended to greatly complicate the task of  developing 
sensory aids, particularly if it is assumed that these aids 
must serve a  major body  of the blind population. In reach- 
ing more pragmatic intermediate goals, it is  likely that the 
aged and  other large portions of the economically blind 
community  may  be  excluded for  a variety of reasons. 

For example, at the outset it is apparent  that the major 
potential beneficiaries  of the first widely available reading 
machines and mobility aids will probably be under 65 years 
of  age  with a single  impairment  of blindness. Moreover, 
since these people do  not form a homogeneous group (a 
wide  range  of ages, capabilities, and interests are repre- 
sented), it is extremely unlikely that  a reading machine or 
mobility aid will  be  of universal utility, or even desired by a 
large proportion. This is indicated by the fact that less than 
two percent of the  population use guide dogs  and only about 
ten percent can read brai1le.j The reasons for these low 
figures reflect differences in personality, education, training, 

The cane  and  Talking Book are  more widely used than  the guide dog 
or braille.  Techniques  for producing tape-recorded  speech are coming into 
use making possible a listening rate  up  to twice the recorded rate with no 
increase  in pitch.  More  information on this technique can be obtained 
from Dr. E. Foulke,  Center  for  Rate-Controlled Recording,  University  of 
Louisville,  Louisville, Ky. 
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and sensory motor abilities, as well as a balance between the 
motivation to read or be mobile and the effort and re- 
sponsibilities which this entails. Therefore the acceptance of 
existing aids is probably influenced as much  by deliberate 
choice as by any restrictions in their availability and utility. 
Furthermore,  under these circumstances one  should not 
expect that new technological aids will  be treated differ- 
ently  unless  they are of significant help  in  gaining  wider 
vocational opportunities or in increasing human function- 
ing. If this goal can be achieved, statistics indicate that there 
is a likelihood that sensory aids  would be utilized  by a sub- 
stantial number of able-bodied blind people  amounting  to 
possibly ten percent  of the total blind population. It is 
essentially to these people that reference  is  being made in 
this paper. This group is  likely to be most suited and moti- 
vated to use technological innovations, especially those re- 
quiring considerable perceptual and  motor skills, a require- 
ment which  is a characteristic of most sensory aids currently 
under  development. 

THE AITITUDES OF SOCJEN TOWARDS BLINDNESS 
Blindness  has, throughout history, been regarded as  one 

of the most disabling aftlictions known to man. Public con- 
cern for the welfare  of the blind began to seriously  develop 
about 200  years ago, and  during the intervening period 
there has been a considerable growth of  medical  knowledge 
of the causes and characterization of blindness. Through 
effort  in public education and improved’medical practice a 
great deal of  blindness can now  be avoided. But once 
visual  defects are contracted, very  few are completely cured. 
In  contrast  to  what was the prevailing attitude of the past, 
blindness today is not feared as much as many other dis- 
eases. In a nationwide survey cited by Josephson [ 151 half 
of those interviewed rated cancer the most terrible of all 
diseases,  while  less than one-Mth  held the same view about 
blindness. Thus in the last 40 years the fear of  blindness has 
decreased rather sharply, and there is  evidence that private 
support  through gifts to agencies for the blind has under- 
gone  a similar decline  relative to the money  received  by orga- 
nizations seeking funds to  aid people disabled by the other 
diseases.  However, this trend has been countered by the 
social security legislation  which  began  in the early 1930’s 
and more recently, in the case  of the elderly,  by  Medicaid 
and Medicare.  Nevertheless,  society by no means  fully 
compensates  the  economic disadvantage suffered  by the 
blind. In a recent  survey [4] it was shown  that  about 56 
percent of  visually impaired  people in the United States 
received an  annual family income of  less than %4ooo. This 
figure  is  influenced  by the predominant presence  of the 
elderly population indicated in  Fig. 1. Nevertheless,  of 
those under 65 years of  age,  70 percent receive  less than 
$7000 per annum. While not all of  society’s  activities are 
controlled by the pressures of the market place  it  can  be 
fairly stated that the blind population  does  not directly 
constitute an attractive potential market, and this fact  has 
discouraged both large and small  businesses from investing 
money, for profit motives,  in the design and manufacture of 
aids for the blind. 

AGE GROUP X 

UNDER 5 0 7  I 1IP ymr1 

5-19 10.3 

20-45 16.9 - 
45-64 2 8 2  m 
65-04 335 - 

85 8 OVER 10.4 = 
0 l o m O 3 0 4 c  
1 

PERCENT 

Fig. 1. The distribution of total cases of registered  blindness  by age group, 
from statistics from [2]. 

A national systems study [l ] embracing all economic 
aspects of the delivery  of  welfare and other services to the 
blind and visually handicapped estimated that a half- 
billion dollars annually is provided by private, federal, and 
state agencies  in  welfare support  and other services to the 
blind. Scott [I61 has shown that these  resources are fun- 
neled through  approximately 800 agencies for the blind. 
He  makes  a strong case that this incredible fragmentation 
has tended to insulate these  agencies  from  such major 
changes  as shifts in the makeup of the blind population, so 
that only about 20 percent of the total blind population are 
actually being  served by  these  agencies today. 

However,  specifically  in the area of sensory-aids research 
and  development, the government agencies,  which are easily 
the primary source of research funds, committed in the 
year  1967 a little less than $1 million [I71 (0.2  percent  of 
gross). Thus the greater portion of the money  devoted to the 
blind  is directed towards providing support (averaging 
$1700 per year per person) and this is further supplemented 
by money contributed by relatives and friends of those af- 
fected. It  has been argued  that a greater investment  in the 
development of  sensory aids would enable blind  people  of 
working age to command higher salaries and in  some 
measure offset this investment  by making a signifcant return 
to the treasury in taxable income  [18],  [19]. 

With a wide spectrum of  conflicting demands  on its 
resources, the question of the degree to which  society should 
be prepared to provide aid to the blind or any other group 
with  some  physical impairment is particularly difficult to 
determine  at the present time. Even so, it is a fact that we 
are spending large sums of  money on prosthetic devices 
designed to relieve the afflictions  of those affected  by heart 
disease, and  other disabilities. Logically the assessment of 
priorities on the expenditure of the limited  research funds 
is a public health decision  which one  should  attempt  to 
base on a scientific evaluation of the chances of  success and 
the human values  involved  [20], but it is  difficult to find 
convincing evidence that this is in fact being done. Calcu- 
lated on a per-potential-patient basis, there is an inex- 
plicably large discrepancy to be found between the amount 
spent on blindness rehabilitation research  ($1.25 per patient) 
and the amounts spent on similar functions carried out 
within a number of the more widely  publicized public 
health programs, particularly, for example, on the treatment 
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of victims of cancer ($220.00  per patient) and  heart disease 
($76.00 per patient) [19]. It is probable  that the relative 
priorities implied by these figures  reflect  closely the likeli- 
hood  that any particular member of society  may  fall  victim 
to the particular disease and  thus represents the emotional 
response that this prospect evokes. However, the cost 
limitations that  a policy  based on these criteria imposes 
severely circumscribes the range of aids to the blind which 
can be considered practicable, their implementation, their 
technical proficiency, and their deployment. 

THE OBJECTIVES AND PROBLEMS OF SENSORY- 
AID DEVELOPMENT 

The ideal objective of all visual or sensory aids must be to 
contribute significantly  in assisting the blind user to ap- 
proach a position of functional equality with  sighted 
people. No single general purpose aid can be  expected to 
serve the entire range of requirements. Different aids are 
likely to provide more efficient  service in different roles. All 
sensory aids can be  seen as consisting of three basic  ele- 
ments: the environmental sensor, the information proces- 
sor,  and the display to interface with the user. In principle, 
given adequate ambient illumination, a television camera 
can gather all the necessary optical information. It is at this 
point that difficult technical problems appear because this 
information must now  be  processed and displayed in  such a 
way that  the human can readily use it. Of the senses avail- 
able to most blind people the tactile and  auditory present 
the best prospects, but their combined capacity, measured 
in terms of the number of nerve fibers, is barely 1/20th that 
of the absent visual channel. To have any hope of satisfac- 
torily utilizing substitute sensory channels we must de- 
termine the way  in  which optical signals must be trans- 
formed so  as  to match the channels efficiently.  Successful 
implementation of this matching depends upon a detailed 
knowledge of the processes of auditory  and tactile com- 
munication both at the peripheral level and within the brain 
itself. However, this knowledge  is not at present available, 
although fundamental research of a psychophysiological 
nature may eventually reveal  significant approaches. Thus 
the guidance this knowledge  now provides on the potential- 
ities and characteristics of auditory  and tactile communica- 
tion is restricted to somewhat broad generalizations. 

For example, in the  auditory  domain numerous experi- 
ments have indicated that complex nonspeech sounds hav- 
ing many perceived dimensions such as pitch, loudness, 
repetition rate, etc. can convey more information more 
rapidly than unidimensional signals. Also certain kinds of 
signal redundancy can reduce the risk of  error in the pres- 
ence  of noise. Some studies have indicated that the percep- 
tual processes operate  on discrete bundles of information 
that  are segmented within a  short-term memory, although 
the conditions governing this segmentation are  not under- 
stood. It is perhaps significant, however, that these  seg- 
mentation processes are evident in the structure of natural 
languages and  the  production of  speech. Nevertheless, 
speech can be understood at rates exceeding 200 words per 
minute (wpm) indicating that the auditory channel is 

capable of processing  complex  signals at high rates, while 
all attempts  to match these rates with nonspeech audio 
signals  have failed. The explanation of this failure is  emerg- 
ing through evidence  suggesting that there are coding and 
decoding operations, carried out in a  part of the brain not 
used by other sensory inputs, unique to the speech process. 
Thus there are inherent factors which favor speech  discrimi- 
nations and make them faster than those carried out on 
nonspeech sounds. The designer of a reading aid must face 
the dilemma of whether he should seek  simple  low-cost 
solutions which generate outputs whose  efficiency  may not 
be  high, or whether, with the cost of complexity,  he should 
build equipment capable of generating speech and exploit 
well-established perceptual processes. 

The tactile modality, on the other hand, offers the im- 
mediate advantage that simple point-by-point transforma- 
tions of spatially related objects or patterns (for example, 
printed characters) can be made, thus providing an  output 
which  is  highly compatible with the sense  of touch. Various 
studies of the tactile sense have revealed  basic properties, 
many of  which are shared by the visual  system. For ex- 
ample, the results from several psychophysical experi- 
ments have shown that  both the visual and tactile reading 
rates (i.e., with  highly trained tactile readers) are roughly 
proportional  to the number of letters (including fractional 
parts) contained within the field  of  view  [21]. However, too 
little is  yet known to permit confident prediction of  where 
the maximum possible rates of communication lie and what 
types  of display devices permit optimum levels  of perfor- 
mance with the least stress. In the face of this general lack 
of information, attempts to produce an  adequate interface 
between a visual aid and  the user’s tactile or auditory senses 
must depend heavily upon trial and  error methods not all  of 
which can be applied within the  laboratory.  The conse- 
quence of this dependence cannot be stressed too strongly 
because it creates an important shift of emphasis in the 
strategy of research and development. It means that exten- 
sive training and evaluation procedures must be evoked to 
provide empirical data  to guide further research and hence 
training and evaluation become a more intimate and im- 
portant  part of the research and development process than 
is customarily implied  in the term R and D. 

PAST HISTORY OF SENSORY-AID  DEVELOPMENT 
The development of sensory aids for the blind has been 

well documented, and many previous surveys have been 
written [22&[27]. The reader who studies these early en- 
deavors may  well  be surprised at  the ingenuity and diver- 
sity  of past technological proposals and efforts dating from 
the beginning of this century. 

For example, in  1912, Fournier d’Albe invented a device 
called the Exploring Optophone which  was intended as a 
general aid to the blind in finding their way about by detect- 
ing the light from doors, windows, and light objects. In 
operation, the device allowed ambient light to fall on a 
selenium  cell connected in a Wheatstone bridge. The current 
to  the bridge  was interrupted periodically to generate a buzz 
tone in a  pair of earphones (related to bridge imbalance). 
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This system  was later modified to give information about the 
black-on-white characters constituting a printed page [28]. 
For this application a vertical column of illuminated spots 
of light was  moved horizontally across the printed material. 
The light  in  each spot was chopped at a different rate and the 
total light reflected from  the page and  a portion of the light 
from the incident beam was sensed by two selenium  cells 
connected in a bridge. Thus, the output signal  from the 
selenium bridge was  composed  of the out-of-balance modu- 
lation frequencies  caused by the reduction in  reflected  light 
produced when the illuminated spots fell on a printed char- 
acter. The  modulation frequencies  were arranged so that 
tones of  low  pitch  represented  low  regions  of a letter and 
high-pitched tones the upper regions. The user  was  ex- 
pected to recognize the printed letters by listening for the 
chords  and tones corresponding to the inked portions of 
each character as it was scanned by the narrow slit  field  of 
view. 

The  Optophone represents one of the earliest direct ap- 
proaches to  the problems of reading and mobility and, 
furthermore, was  successful to a degree. By 1923 Miss 
Mary  Jameson,  one of the original students of Optophone 
reading, gave a public demonstration, and speeds  of 60 wpm 
were reported. However, later evaluations of the device  in- 
dicated that reading rates as high as those achieved by Miss 
Jameson could  be attained by  only an extremely  small num- 
ber of blind  people, and  Optophone  development conse- 
quently languished. More recently there has been a revival 
of interest in the broad  principles  of the Optophone,  and 
new  designs  exemplified  by the Battelle reader [29] and 
Mauch Visotoner [30] have  emerged. Modem technology 
has  not, however,  led to a significant improvement in  user 
performance,, but the rationale for pursuing further de- 
velopment has been that if a device  of this kind  can be  of 
help to  at least some people  for some tasks, and if it is rea- 
sonably inexpensive, then it should be made available. 

During the last 50 years many technical  devices  such as 
the radio, telephone, and  more recently the tape recorder 
have  played an  important  part in the lives  of  active  blind 
people, but it is  significant that these and most other devices 
in use by  blind  people today owes  much of their present 
availability to their usefulness to the population as a whole. 
However, the blind community  has stimulated generally 
useful  developments. For example,  work on the develop- 
ment of the fountain pen and the long-playing  microgroove 
phonograph record [31] have  been attributed  to organiza- 
tions for the blind, but their ultimate success again rests on 
their appeal to society at large.  Nevertheless,  while  some  of 
these  devices  have  been found to be very  useful, there is 
still little available to a blind person to significantly aid him 
with his two major  problems, direct access to printed mate- 
rial and mobility. 

The initial stimulus for current research  efforts on read- 
ing and mobility aids can be traced back to the end of World 
War I1 when studies were instituted by the Committee  on 
Sensory Devices of the OBice of  Scientific Research  and 
Development and later transferred to the National  Acad- 
emy of Sciences.  Since that time the  number of investigators 

in the field has grown  steadily. We do not propose  to dwell 
further on this period  because it has  been thoroughly de- 
scribed in the surveys already cited. This paper will con- 
centrate on an examination of current technical programs, 
research goals, and future needs  in the sensory-aids field. 

VOCATIONAL AIDS 
Vocational aids range  from portable braille writers, of 

which 50 OOO were manufactured by the Perkins School for 
the Blind  between 1951 and 1969, to machine shop tools 
fitted  with  braille  scales and devices to provide tactile 
and auditory readout from a number of frequently used 
electronic instruments, such as the voltmeter. The design of 
such aids has always  been an active field  of exploration for 
the individual inventor in this country. Nevertheless, the 
range of  different  devices that have  been made available to 
the blind public has been painfully small. Frequently de- 
vices  have  been imported  from  Europe where  development 
and manufacturing  programs have  been under way on a 
small scale for many  years. 

If there were no other reason than the fact that the blind 
population  does  not represent an attractive potential 
market, it  would appear inexplicable why so many techno- 
logically straightforward devices,  which  nevertheless  have 
utility for the blind or visually impaired, fail to reach the 
production stage. An excellent  case  in point is the electronic 
image  intensifier  described  by Genensky [32] and others 
[33]-[35]. Consisting basically  of a television camera  and 
monitor, the system provides an enlarged high-contrast 
image  of the printed page at a comfortable height and 
optimum eye-screen distance for the partially sighted  user. 
Genesky estimates that  approximately 60 percent  of the 
economically  blind population have  sufficient  residual 
vision to read  successfully  with such a system if the contrast 
of the printed or handwritten material can be raised  suffi- 
ciently. In  a  sample of 50 economically  blind  people  he 
found 80 percent were able to read and write  with the 
device  in a few minutes. Some  of  these people  had previously 
been unable to write unaided with a pen or pencil. In some 
cases additional image enlargement may be desirable, al- 
though its benefits are frequently offset  by a restricted  field 
of  view. There  has been no technical reason why an image 
intensifier could not have  been  developed for use  by the 
partially sighted at any time during the ten years that have 
elapsed  since  it  was  originally proposed in 1959 [34]. A low- 
cost system  developed by the Massachusetts Commission 
for the Blind, M.I.T., and the Boston University  Low 
Vision Clinic is  now  being used by some ten clients on a 
regular basis [35]. Yet despite the fact that a very  modest 
amount of  work  is required to design suitable controls, this 
device,  which could be  of  service to a considerable propor- 
tion of the blind population, is  still not widely available. 
In  one respect this example  typifies the neglect  of an op- 
portunity in rehabilitation, in another it illustrates the 
neglect  of the partially sighted  segment  of the economically 
blind community which does  not always obtain the rec- 
ognition that its size  deserves. 

An encouraging  outgrowth of the past decade has been 
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the emergence  of  new organizations set up by blind people 
and catering to  the need to produce useful  devices both here 
[36], [37] and in Canada [38]. Yet another recent develop- 
ment has been the training program for blind computer pro- 
grammers sponsored by the Association for Computing 
Machinery [39] which has stimulated the design  of various 
aids needed  by its students. Several computer manufac- 
turers have produced modified line printers that can pro- 
vide output information in the form of embossed Braille 
characters. Other devices have been  designed for blind 
students by the engineering faculty at  M.I.T. [40], [41]. 
These studies of the potentiality of computer programming 
as a career for blind people represent a significant step in 
the expansion of their vocational opportunities. Neverthe- 
less, as rapidly as new jobs  are  born so also can new tech- 
nical innovations soon destroy them. While the expanding 
development of time-sharing computer systems and the 
practice of programming machines by means of interactive 
visual cathode ray tubes (CRT), displays, and teletype 
writers promises to increase the sighted programmer’s pro- 
ductivity, it  may eventually threaten the livelihood of the 
blind programmer in those installations not prepared to 
bear the cost of special equipment and software. 

Surveying the field  of vocational aids as  a whole, however, 
it  is strikingly apparent  that most of the impetus for new 
vocational aids still comes from active members of the blind 
community who wish to overcome obstacles they meet in the 
course of attempting some  new task. There is still little or- 
ganized effort under way on  the  part of the sighted com- 
munity to seek out potential employment for blind people 
and  to design the necessary means to enable them to work 
effectively.  While greater use could be made of devices and 
techniques available today,  the number of potential op- 
portunities these  devices make possible appears  to be 
limited. It is apparent  that devices that can make a sig- 
nificant  difference  in  these opportunities are likely to 
require appreciable advances in technology and science. 
Because this required knowledge  is  likely to be  of a special- 
ized nature, it becomes correspondingly less probable  that 
revolutionary aids will  evolve naturally within our society 
and have practical value  for us all.  Therefore,  special 
efforts at establishing an organized framework within  which 
devices can be designed, developed, evaluated, and subse- 
quently marketed must be made. 

CURRENT RFSEAFCCH : BRAILLE DEVELOPMENT 
The braille code has been in use  for about 150 years, al- 

though it has not always appeared in its present form. One 
popular misconception firmly entrenched in the folklore of 
blindness is the idea that all blind people learn to read 
braille. In fact braille reading may occupy barely 10 percent 
of the economically blind community, and the remainder 
either have sufficient  vision to read some print, have no 
interest in reading the kind of material available, or fall  in 
the mid-region in which  knowledge of braille is still regarded 
as unnecessary and the thought of learning braille repulsive 
because it symbolizes submission to blindness. A good 
braille reader can read at speeds of 200 wpm;  a fact which 

illustrates that information can be transmitted through the 
sense  of touch at high rates. 

Among the better known services  is the Library of Con- 
gress Books for the Blind program which  subsidizes braille 
and recorded Talking Books produced by the American 
Foundation  for  the Blind and  the American Printing House 
for the Blind. In  addition, volunteer groups throughout the 
country provide braille transcription services through 
regional centers manned by an estimated 2300 braillists 
(almost all part-time volunteers) representing a consider- 
able manpower resource. The number of braille readers in 
the United States is estimated to be  between 30 OOO and 
40 OOO persons which  would indicate that there are  about 
15 readers for every braillist. But despite this apparently 
favorable ratio between the translators  and their readership, 
the delivery of braille is not  as fast and flexible as the blind 
community needs if they are to compete with the sighted. 
The braille code is complex and  a braille transcriber can 
encode braille at  an average rate of  only 12 wpm [42]. In 
addition,  a moderate-sized novel  with about 400 pages be- 
comes, in braille, four books, each the size  of a volume of the 
Encyclopaedia Brittanica. The sheer  bulk  of a braille 
transcription, the time  it takes to produce, and  the cost, 
severely  limit the total number of books that  are available in 
libraries for the blind. Less formal materials (notes, exams, 
journals, etc.) of which frequently braille copies are needed 
virtually immediately, suffer from intolerable delays or  are 
found to be totally unavailable. 

Several attempts have been made to solve the problem of 
size  by storing braille text on punched paper tape  or mag- 
netic tape instead of the stout paper on which braille is 
usually embossed. The  tape is then read by feeding  it into  a 
device that senses the information and displays the text a 
line at a time by means of an array of electromechanically 
energized pins [43], [44]. Another approach  to this problem 
is to use reformable moving plastic belts upon which braille 
can be written, read, and then erased [45]. 

The matter of increasing production speed has been at- 
tacked by employing automated methods based on com- 
puter translation of  English to braille [44], [46], [47], but 
the expected rewards have not yet  been fully reaped for a 
number of reasons. First of  these  is that  the  input material, 
usually inkprint, must be converted to computer tapes or 
cards by hand keypunching, and this is  time consuming, 
although faster than braille transcription. New optical 
character recognition systems  may eventually help  solve  this 
problem. However, the input bottleneck can be circum- 
vented  now to some degree by utilizing the compositor’s 
type-setting tapes prepared for the production of the ink- 
print edition of a book. In  a  demonstration project con- 
ducted in 1968, a braille edition of the novel The East 
Indiaman [48] was prepared using the M.I.T. Dotsys I sys- 
tem  with embossing by the American Printing House for the 
Blind and appeared only a few  weeks after the printed 
COPY * 

Secondly, the computer transcription algorithms do not 
produce perfect braille code but must be augmented by 
“look-up” tables for exception cases. Although the  error 
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rate is low, the code must  nevertheless be proofread because, 
lacking much of the redundancy of printed text, braille 
errors can cause greater difficulties than would  be the case 
were the text reproduced in letter by letter form. The diffi- 
culties with the computer algorithm lie  in the fact that cor- 
rect Grade I1 contracted braille transcription requires the 
application of a complex hierarchy of rules,  some of which 
defy  simple operational definition. Grade I1  braille  utilizes a 
number of  single  symbols  which represent commonly 
occurring groups of letters such as, for example, BE, CON, 
and DIS which, incidentally, can be  used only  as syllables 
and  at the beginning  of a word. Some  of  these  rules depend 
on  an analysis of the semantics of the words,  or context in 
which  they appear, and pose problems similar to those bar- 
ring the way to the accurate machine translation of natural 
languages  [49]. 

Despite these  difficulties the now  well-tuned program 
(running on an IBM  709) at the American Printing House for 
the Blind has  produced since  1964  over lo00 books by 
computer translation [50]. The cost of computer braille is 
in the “same  range”  as  that  produced  manually  and the 
computer is  used “regularly in production”  compensating 
for the “acute shortage of trained transcribers,” a national 
problem. 

More recently a  machine transferable braille program 
Dotsys I1  (using COBOL coding) [5 1 ] has been  developed by 
M.1.T.-Mitre Corp. This should  make  computer transla- 
tion into braille accessible to  anyone with  free or rental 
access to many different computers of  different manufac- 
ture  and configuration. The first production use  of this pro- 
gram will  be  in the Atlanta Public School  System  where an 
IBM 360150  will  be employed. 

The third need  is for output devices to  emboss the tactile 
braille symbols. Conversion kits are available which pro- 
duce excellent  braille on commercial chain printers. In 
addition, for the more tolerant braille readers (especially 
blind programmers), jury-rigs, using the period sign and  an 
elastic backing  to the print hammer,  produce readable 
braille. The M.I.T. Sensory  Aids Center is producing in 
limited quantities a  remote console  Braillemboss [44] which 
produces  paper braille at 16 characters per  second, thereby 
providing blind  users remote and time-shared  access to 
braille translation of computer input. This system  is  now 
operational at the Perkins School for the Blind  in Water- 
town, Mass., (on both the M.I.T. 7094  using the Dotsys 
program and  on the GE time-shared system) and  at NASA- 
Electronic Research  Center in Cambridge  on  a PDP-10. By 
the end of  1970,  20  of  these units will be operational in the 
United States and in Europe. Scheduled applications in- 
clude time-shared, remote access installations in public 
schools and educational institutions for the blind, voca- 
tional applications for blind programmers  and researchers 
in  university computation centers, government  and in- 
dustrial research  facilities, and for blind radio newscasters 
who will  receive braille direct from the teletypewriter  news- 
wire.  Several  of the applications in this country and Europe 
will  employ the Braillemboss hardware  and  Dotsys I1 soft- 
ware to produce volume  braille  in stand-alone systems, or 

by  use  of rental computer for translation and magnetic 
tape drive for off-line production of braille. 

However  successful, computer braille cannot begin to 
meet  all  of the needs  of the blind for access to printed mate- 
rial. Many  books  and  journals, especially those not widely 
read, will not be produced in braille; more important, great 
volumes  of  special and informal inkprint, e.g., correspon- 
dence, notes, preprints, briefs, etc., will appear in  braille 
only under the most extraordinary conditions. Beyond this 
matter of  braille  supply, there is the inescapable fact that 
many  of the blind  never learn to  read braille at all, or never 
read well enough to use the medium effectively. Thus 
efforts  have  been made  to provide a device or reading ma- 
chine which  would enable a blind person to obtain direct 
access to the printed page. 

Several  different approaches  to the solution of this prob- 
lem and its companion the mobility problem have  been 
made,  but it is not easy to classify  these various sensory aids 
in a simple manner by input (whether by touch, ear, or 
direct cortical implantation), or by degree  of  complexity 
and possible cost. Nevertheless  in  Fig. 2 we have attempted 
to provide an at-a-glance review  of the current areas of 
activity. 

CURRENT RESEARCH : DIRECT-TRANSLATION 
READING AIDS 

The reading speeds achieved by a  good braille reader 
testify to the effectiveness  of the tactile sense as  an input 
channel. As has been pointed out earlier, braille reading 
speeds are  enhanced by the use of  simplified six point sym- 
bols and contractions which together eliminate much of the 
redundancy contained in printed characters and printed 
text.  However, the automatic translation from print into 
braille requires a complex  processing  system,  including a 
multifont character recognition capability, which cannot 
yet  be made portable at low cost. Technically  simpler and 
potentially cheaper devices producing facsimile  displays of 
optical characters, either tactually or auditorily, can be 
built in compact form. Several  such direct-translation 
reading aids are currently being  developed and tested. For 
example, a device  called the Optacon, [52],  [53]  shown  in 
Fig. 3, has been  developed at Stanford University and 
Stanford Research Institute. This device  is  in  everyday  use 
by a few blind  people as a pilot test. These  people  have 
achieved reading rates from 20 to 70  wpm  with the Optacon 
and all  feel that this is  very  useful to them, especially  for  such 
documents as correspondence, magazines,  some books, the 
dictionary, educational materials, and typing. One of these 
readers uses the Optacon in  his job for  reading computer 
listings and  punched cards. 

The  Optacon translates an  area  on the printed page 
about the size  of a letterspace into a facsimile tactile image. 
This tactile image is produced by a 24-by-6 array of  small 
rods driven by piezoelectric  reeds and the entire array fits on 
a single  finger. The reader senses the tactile image  with a 
fingertip of one  hand while he moves a small optical pickup 
probe across the line  of print with the other hand. This 
probe contains a monolithic silicon integrated array of 144 
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PURPOSE 

PROSTHESIS 

Fig. 2. A classification of the  various  types of sensory aids, their  purpose, 
special  features, outputs, and  approximate cost. 

Fig. 3. The Optacon: a  direct-translation  reading  aid  which  presents on 
a 24 by 6 matrix of stimulators,  a  tactile  facsimile  image of printed 
characters scanned by the optical probe. 

phototransistors [54] and  an optical system capable of 
changing magnification over a 2.5 to 1 range. The complete 
Optacon as a unit  weighs about 8 lbs. 

Since the process  of learning to read with the Optacon re- 
quires a significant amount of training and practice, some 
consideration has been  given to the development of equip- 
ment to assist the  student. An electronic system has been 
developed that enables signals recorded by an ordinary 
audio  tape recorder to produce moving alphabetic images 
on  an  Optacon. This unit is  used to teach tactile image 
perception without hand tracking and  to build up reading 
speed by forced pacing. 

By attaching an auxiliary lens onto the Optacon probe 
and making some minor modification to the electronics, the 
unit can also be used for exploring the environment [ S I ,  
[56].  This additional application is currently under study. 

Other direct-translation reading aids are independently 
being  developed by Mauch Labs., for example, the Visotoner 
and the Visotactor, (see Fig. 4) [30]. These  two  devices 
have a similar input system and  are similarly  packaged, the 
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Fig. 4. The  Visotactor:  a  direct-translation  reading  aid  which  utilizes 
8 stimulators (2 stimulators per  finger tip) that  are  built  into  the  optical 
probe. 

Fig. 5.  The Lexiphone: a  direct-translation  reading  aid  which  generates  a 
complex  nonspeech  audio  output  that  the reader  must  be  trained to 
understand. 

I 
*SCANNING 

SLIT 
I 

major difference  being that the Visotoner has an auditory 
output  composed of  sequences  of chords, similar to  that 
produced by the Optophone, and the Visotactor has a 
tactile output. A combined  total of about 40 of  these units 
have been built and roughly 15 are in  use  by  blind  people. 
Reading rates up  to 40 wpm  have been reported with the 
Visotoner but only about 15  wpm has been achieved  with 
the Visotactor. 

The Visotoner and Visotactor image a narrow slit from 
the letter-space onto a one  dimensional array of 8 (in the 
Visotactor) or 9 (in the Visotoner) CdSe  photocells. The 
photocell signals activate corresponding oscillators whose 
outputs  are summed to  produce the chords played through 
an earphone. As in the original Optophone [28] the tones 
produced by the oscillators are  arranged so that the bottom 
photocell corresponds to the lowest  frequency tone and the 
highest photocell corresponds to the highest  frequency tone. 
In the Visotactor the eight photocell signals are  mapped 

into eight tactile stimulators, two on each  of four finger- 
tips. The stimulators are contained in the unit that also 
contains the optical pickup system so that the tactile sensing 
is done with the hand  that scans the print. 

The resolution and field  of  view  of the Visotoner and the 
Visotactor are severely limited, and  both devices require 
precise manual tracking which  is  provided by a third com- 
ponent  termed the Colineator. 

Mauch  Labs is also deve1oping.a  device  called the Dig- 
itactor  that “will  be a multicolumn direct-translation tactile 
reading aid which  fits and stimulates the underside of one 
finger; probably the index  finger  of the hand which  scans 
the page.” 

Besides the direct one-to-one transformations between 
input sensors and  output stimuli being  employed  in the 
reading aids just described, some forms of rudimentary 
image  processing are being  tried for the purpose of making 
less training necessary and faster reading rates possible. 
The  Lexiphone, [57], [58 ]  under  development by Beddoes 

DISTRIBUTION OF 
INKPRINT  QUANTIZED 
AS FOLLOWS: 

Z ( x . y )  = 1 (Black) 
Z ( x . y )  = 0 (White) i 

I 
I - - ’ - - ~ - - -  I 1 --- 1 - --_I- 

WTH OF BOTTOM EDGE OF SCANNING SLIT 

Fig. 6. An illustration of the processing  algorithm of the  Lexiphone. 
M is the  number of black  areas  in  the  field of the  scanning slit. 

at the University  of  British Columbia, is an example  of 
this approach (see Fig. 8). The input to this reading aid 
consists of 54 photosensors  arranged in a one-dimensional 
array  that is manually  scanned across the line  of print. This 
large number of photosensors insures that the alphabetic 
images are transduced with adequate resolution and per- 
mits a tolerance in tracking accuracy equivalent to the 
height  of a small  lower  case letter. 

Beddoes’ reading aid, shown  in Fig. 5, has an auditory 
output which  is produced by a  frequency-modulated square- 
wave generator. The algorithm for the modulating signal 
is  given  by 

r M 1 

where F is the modulating signal, y ,  is the distance from the 
bottom of the scanning slit to the top of the letter, yr  is the 
distance from the  bottom of the scanning slit to the rth 
white-black transition (from top  to bottom), and M is the 
number of black areas in the scanning field. 

This transformation is illustrated in  Fig. 6 and is  based 
on the well-known fact that printed text can be read 
visually  with little difliculty if only the upper outlines of 
letters are exposed. The thickness  of the strokes making 
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up the letters does not affect the value  of F and a change 
in the vertical alignment of the slit does not change the 
output “melody,” but only alters the “key” in which it is 
heard.  The  transformation of  (1) produces similar Fs for 
the letters “M” and “Y,” but this ambiguity is  removed by 
signifying each “riser” in the printed letter with a char- 
acteristic sound 12 dB louder. 

Ten Lexiphones have been built,  and  at least one subject 
is currently reading with the device at 40 wpm. 

Taking into consideration the economic status of poten- 
tial users, direct-translation reading aids appear at the 
present time to offer the best prospect of providing in- 
dividual access to print at a low unit cost. For this reason 
it  is important  that the factors controlling the reading rates 
achieved  with direct-translation reading aids be determined 
and remedied if possible. Many interacting factors are in- 
volved.  Among  these are the limitations which  have  been 
noted earlier, namely those imposed by the physical prop- 
erties of the sense organs and perceptual processes. In  addi- 
tion, the spatial resolution afforded by the input transducer 
may  play an  important role as it does in vision.  But present 
knowledge of tactile perception is not sufficiently detailed to 
permit the confident prediction that image resolution span- 
ning several letters will increase reading speed. This possi- 
bility must be explored experimentally. 

CURRENT &SEARCH : h I N T  RECOGNITION MACHINES 
The machines described in the previous section have the 

inherent disadvantage that their outputs present the reader 
with a difficult perceptual-motor task which  he must be 
trained to perform. To their credit is the fact that they are 
designed  for production at low  cost. On the other hand ma- 
chines which attempt  to exploit well-established perceptual 
skills invariably require a print recognition capability 
which leads to one of three main forms of output: braille, 
speech, or spelled  speech. The characteristics of braille have 
already been described. Speech,  which can be implemented 
in one of several  different  ways,  will  be described later 
in this section. The type of  spelled speech, proposed for use 
in reading machines, is not in the same form as would be 
generated by a speaker. The spelled  speech  developed by 
Metfessel [59] and others consists of an alphabet of spoken 
letters selected  from special contexts and edited so that the 
essence of each letter’s sound identity is retained within a 
time interval of 140 ms. Thus word sequences can be  played 
more rapidly than  normal voiced spelling and reading rates 
from 80 to 100 wpm  have  been claimed. 

The  automatic recognition of optical characters has been 
in commercial use for a number of years [60]. These applica- 
tions, developed for  the Post Office, the banking industry, 
and the military, all involve large volume, high  speed opera- 
tions requiring high accuracy over a well-specified range 
of characters or type styles. In contrast,  the performance 
requirements for a personal print-recognition reading ma- 
chine for the blind do not demand high speeds (200  wpm 
would  be adequate in the case of a speech output) or ex- 
treme accuracy (up to 1 percent error may  be tolerated). 
Relaxation of many of the performance criteria applied to 

commercial machines would lead to reductions in cost. 
However, threatening to increase costs is the fact that a 
blind person wants to read a much greater variety of docu- 
ments than  are customarily encountered in commercial ap- 
plications, which means that  the character recognition sys- 
tem must cope with a wide range of type fonts, inks, print- 
ing methods, papers, and formats. The net result is that a 
higher performance character recognition capability may be 
required in order  for  the overall reader-machine  system to 
exceed the performance levels  achieved  with direct-transla- 
tion reading aids. 

Designers of commercial character recognition systems 
have long realized that several hundred image points from 
a letter-space are necessary for high recognition accuracy, 
thus these machines are characterized by a large input 
bandwidth. Typically a flying spot scanner is  used to acquire 
the character image. This is  followed by contrast enhance- 
ment whereupon the signal  is subjected, in  sequence or in 
parallel, to a range of discriminant functions which can 
number 50 or more. Statistical techniques involving the 
computation of likelihood ratios for the outputs of the dis- 
criminators can be utilized, and  on the basis  of a given  set 
of costs and rewards associated with each decision, the 
optimum output signal can be selected.  Flexibility in the 
selection of decision criteria to meet  different type styles 
is  achieved  by maintaining a high channel capacity through- 
out  the machine and permitting the use  of  many dis- 
criminators. In practical situations, even  in large volume 
machines, several compromises must be struck, and in the 
design  of  low-cost recognition machines, the need to make 
such compromises is particularly severe. In machines for 
the blind, the input bandwidth is curtailed, for purposes of 
economy, to such a degree that image resolution is of ques- 
tionable adequacy (in one case  fewer than 60 points within 
the character space are sampled [30]). In  addition, for the 
same parsimonious reasons the discriminant functions are 
usually applied as closely as possible to the input of the 
system and their outputs  are binary rather than continuous 
functions of likelihood. The weighing  of  evidence by  Bayes 
rule procedures based upon a priori statistics of the lan- 
guage are also not employed. These machines, having lost 
a great deal of flexibility, have to be nevertheless prepared 
to function with a wide range of type styles and print quality 
from books to newsprint. The problems are formidable. 

One of the efforts being made in the development of 
character recognition for the blind is the work being carried 
out by Mauch Labs [30],  [61]. The Mauch Cognodictor 
shown in Fig. 7 consists of an optical system contained in a 
hand-held probe which  focuses the printed characters onto 
a specially structured two-dimensional photocell array of 
only 12 sensors shown in Fig. 8. A magnification adjust- 
ment is provided giving a range from 7 to 36 point type. 
Tactile stimulators are provided on  the probe to facilitate 
adjustments to type size and  to permit tactile identification 
of certain numerals and characters that elude the recogni- 
tion system. 

The discriminant functions of the machine are applied in 
sequence at  the  input in the form of a multiple snapshot 
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Fig. 7. The Cognodictor: a  recognition reading machine providing a 
spelled  speech output.  Input is  provided  by  a Digitactor  probe fitted 
with the photocell array depicted  in  Fig. 8. 

WRD WAPSHOT’ FOURlll.SWPWOT* 

Fig. 8. The  array of  photocells  designed to intercept  distinguishing 
features of printed  characters  shown scanning the  letter ”d.” Photocells 
used for  the tactile output  are  not shown. The direction of current 
flow k- indicated by the bold  lines  representing  electrodes. The trigger 
photocell  initiates  a snapshot when the  limb of a character is  inter- 
cepted and  again when it is removed. Information is stored in  different 
groups of  memory  units and read out  and reset  when the  character  has 
passed. 

procedure. As  a printed character image is scanned across 
the optical input it stimulates a trigger  cell  which  senses the 
character position and initiates the snapshots. The remain- 
ing  eleven  specially structured cells are shaped in such  a 
way as  to be capable of detecting distinctive features of the 
characters which are largely independent of stroke width 
and type face. Output  from these  cells  is converted into a 
five-bit code which  specifies one of 31 prerecorded spelled 
speech letters. Buffer storage of up to eight letters is provided 
between the recognition unit and the output device  which 

utilizes a continuously rotating drum on which the spoken 
letters are recorded optically. 

The Colineator is  provided to assist  in maintaining 
manual tracking within the 13  mil  limit required by the sys- 
tem. For characters which the machine is unable  to identify 
an additional array of eight photocells, set in a vertical  line, 
is connected to a column of tactile stimulators located on 
the probe. With this back-up device the reader can attempt 
to tactually identify delinquent characters. The objectives 
are an accuracy  of  90 to 95 percent and a reading rate of 
between 80 and 90  wpm.  However, a recent repoh [62] 
indicates that given the specified tracking tolerance, recog- 
nition accuracy, and  form of the output, the maximum 
achievable reading rate may be  significantly  less than 80 to 
90 wpm. 

One laboratory prototype model  has been built and, 
under informal conditions using this machine, reading 
speeds  of 20 to 25 wpm  have been cited  [30].  However, no 
precise measurement of reading rates has been made  and 
there are no reports indicating such  technical  features as 
the peak recognition speed and accuracy. During 1969 three 
production prototype Cognodictors were built using  inte- 
grated circuits and these machines  are now undergoing a 
shakedown evaluation. This project has been under way 
for a period of  ten  years during which  time the recognition 
technique has evolved. Demonstration of a working  ma- 
chine may  be  expected soon. 

Somewhat  more flexible  is the system  being built by 
Ingham, Lee, Mason,  and  Troxel [63],  [64]  in the Research 
Lab of Electronics at M.I.T. This machine is based upon 
a PDP-9 computer associated with a special-purpose pro- 
cessor unit which  is  responsible for carrying out  auto- 
matically such functions as line and character acquisition. 
The  primary input data are obtained  from a flying spot- 
scanner, providing much  more resolution than the Cog- 
nodictor. This scanner executes a contour-following algo- 
rithm originally  designed  by  Clemens  [65] and which  is 
contained within the special-purpose processor. As the 
scanner proceeds around the contour, a sequence  of  co- 
ordinates is transmitted to the computer which then calcu- 
lates “certain critical dimensions” of the character such as 
its height, width, and internal structure. From these  mea- 
surements a quantity termed the “character signature,” 
consisting of a 30-bit word, is  derived and sought in a table 
established during a preliminary “learning” process. From 
this table, if the signature is already registered, the identity 
of the character can be determined directly. Output signals 
representing recognized characters can be employed to 
select prerecorded spoken letters and thereby generate 
spelled  speech  [66]. Alternatively the signals may be pro- 
cessed either by a braille translation program or by an 
algorithm designed to  produce synthesized  speech. 

The braille translation program leads to the production 
of  embossed  braille  of moderately  good quality, but which 
is  still  subject to the already referred to errors arising from 
the occasional incorrect application of contractions across 
syllabic boundaries. Synthesized  speeeh is produced  from 
an input string of phonemic symbols  each accompanied 
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by its appropriate stress. The phoneme symbols govern 
the selection, from the computer memory, of the correct 
control signals linked together by linear interpolation. 
These  signals are then used either to drive a hardware 
speech synthesizer or its analogue simulated on  the com- 
puter. A vital intermediate stage between the recognition 
and  the speech production, however, is the grapheme to 
phoneme translation program reported by  Lee  [67]. This 
program performs a subunit classification at the ortho- 
graphic level, applies certain rules of recombination, and 
forms the phonemic units. Stress factors are also derived 
from a syntactic analysis of the text and used  in the  control 
of the speech synthesis program. 

It is apparent from their approach  and the compromises 
that they have chosen to make that the system envisioned 
by the M.I.T.  group represents an effort at producing a 
complete reading machine with  speech output which, al- 
though not of the finest quality, will  nevertheless  be  suffi- 
ciently intelligible to provide acceptable service. However, 
their machine, being somewhat more ambitious than  that 
designed by Mauch Labs, is  likely to be more expensive 
to produce. Therefore it appears at present to be  unlikely to 
fill the role of a personal reading machine. It appears 
probable  that such a device  would  be suitable for use as a 
library facility. 

Another program located at the Haskins Labs [68], [69] 
is concerned with  specifying  ways  of obtaining intelligible 
spoken output from input information received from a 
print recognition machine. Several alternative systems are 
being examined. One method, referred to as compiled 
speech, uses a dictionary of  7200  of the most frequently 
used  English words [70]  in addition  to the letters of the 
alphabet, all in spoken form. As the incoming letter se- 
quences arrive, grouped into words, the appropriate  out- 
puts are sought in the dictionary and, if located, are de- 
livered as word-by-word replayed speech. If a required 
word is not  one of those available in spoken form it is 
heard spelled letter by letter. In a naturally spoken sentence 
the pitch and stress of the voice are  important cues  which 
the listener utilizes to aid comprehension. In  an endeavor 
to go part of the way toward meeting this need for intona- 
tional cues the dictionary contains words each of which 
bear the stress and  intonation  appropriate  to the func- 
tion it most often serves in a sentence. For example, a 
noun usually  receives the greatest stress in a spoken sen- 
tence, and hence nouns  are stored with  high stress. Verbs 
and adjectives, on  the  other  hand,  are stored with medium 
stress, while conjunctions, prepositions, pronouns, etc. have 
low stress. 

Yet another system under study uses  speech that is  syn- 
thesized under computer  control.  Input  to this system  is 
provided in the form of phoneme symbols and correspond- 
ing stress markings [71]; the  output  to a hardware speech 
synthesizer is a set  of control parameters that  are com- 
puted from rules first described by Liberman et al. [72]. 
These rules for synthesis employ tables of normative spec- 
tral configurations and algorithms for combining them into 
sequences  which take  account of the other units in the se- 
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Fig. 9. An  illustration of the  dual service in which  a  high speed time- 

I 

shared computer system can be engaged. During  the  day  an individual 
reading  service  via  telephone  lines could be provided. At night Talking 
Book recordings could be made at high speed. 

quence, i.e., of the local context. This is  necessary to achieve 
at the synthesizer smooth naturalistic coalescence of the 
output sounds and to approach normal speech as closely as 
possible. An alternative to  computation is the use of a 
stored dictionary of control signals corresponding to 
printed words. The choice between computing and storing 
the control parameters involves tradeoffs among such fac- 
tors as speed, quality, and the cost of memory and comput- 
ing power. 

The techniques developed and  adopted by the Haskins 
Labs in the speech synthesis work are  among the very 
best available and  no unavoidable compromises of speech 
quality are being made in their application to. a reading 
machine. But it is clear that these procedures, either for 
speech compilation or speech synthesis, require the type of 
complex circuitry which  is found in medium or large size 
computers. 

The inherent bulk and expense  of such systems as they 
exist today leads to  the conclusion that speech outputs 
should be most appropriately applied to the task of provid- 
ing,  in conjunction with a high-speed print recognition sys- 
tem, reading services  in large libraries or  to a number 'of 
subscribers within a city in a time-sharing mode. In addi- 
tion such a system could provide a high-speed talking book 
service during off peak hours (see' Fig. 9). Although the 
recognition unit would  be  likely to limit the range of  recog- 
nizable type styles of the more common fonts, it is certainly 
within the capability of current technology to build a cen- 
tralized system  which could generate speech, perhaps sig- 
nitkantly  short of perfection, but nevertheless understand- 
able with practice at rates of  between 200 and 300 wpm. 
Given the resources to implement such a scheme  it  is to be 
expected that  the initial steps would involve an evaluation 
of the cost, speed, and efficiency  of the various recognition 
and speech generating algorithms followed by pilot studies 
of a prototype system carried out in a major city. How- 
ever,  given the current levels of support for sensory-aids 
development it appears unlikely that this phase will  begin 
for several years. 
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CURRENT RESEARCH: MOBILITY AIDS 
The situations in  which a mobility  aid is required to 

function are considerably more varied than those confront- 
ing a reading aid. Besides the vast  differences  implied by 
rural-versus-urban environments, various weather condi- 
tions, and various types  of terrain, blind  people  have 
widely  different  mobility  needs. For example, an individual 
may be simply interested in getting from  one location to 
another in the most  efficient manner possible without re- 
ceiving extraneous information about the environment he  is 
traveling through. Another individual may  wish to explore 
or search his environment, with travel to a particular desti- 
nation being a  secondary goal [73]. 

Faced  with  such a large array of variables it perhaps is 
not surprising that  a  number of writers have pointed out the 
need to structure research  activities around a theory of 
mobility [74],  [75].  However, although it is  possible at the 
present time to point to the kind of questions that the theory 
should  be able to illuminate [76], the present state of 
knowledge  is  insufficient to provide firm guidance. Clowes 
[75] has suggested that the best  way  in  which this knowledge 
can be sought is experimentally  by simulation techniques 
described  by Mann [77]. 

In  an effort to establish a base  line against which  all  im- 
proved methods of mobility and reading could be measured, 
the Government Social  Survey  in England  undertook in 
1965 to  sample  one in  twenty  of the registered  blind  in the 
age group 16 to 65 and  one in  sixty  of those aged 65 to 79 
and  to determine their current mobility and reading habits. 
The results of this survey  were reported by Gray  and  Todd 
[7] who indicated that different  levels  of mobility per- 
formance were  very  closely related to basic characteristics 
of the blind population and  that  an  improvement in their 
independence necessitates the availability of a considerable 
variety  of methods of training and rehabilitation. Respond- 
ing to these conclusions Leonard  and Newman [78] have 
been evaluating the usefulness  of various kinds of tactile 
maps in  helping  blind travelers acquire new routes. 

In  another  attempt  to discover the mobility needs  of 
blind people, Liddle  [79] has  taken the direct approach of 
seeking opinions and comments.  The report of his study 
contains a summary of those obstacles of most  concern  to 
blind travelers. These  were  bicycles, roadwalks, posts, 
prams, toys, ladders, scaffolding, overhanging branches, 
awnings, and  tricycle^.^ Most of these  obstacles are either 
relatively  small or they present a small cross-sectional area 
to  a person’s path.  Most  are also movable  and thus occur  in 
unexpected  places and  at unexpected  times,  even on familiar 
routes. 
In the face  of a constantly changing  environment it is im- 

perative that a mobility aid give adequate  warning  and 
reliable service. The potential for bodily injury inherent in 
undetected obstacles reduces the value of a mobility aid that 
only works most  of the time instead of all of the time. It is 

However,  it  should be remembered  that this survey  was  taken in 
Endand and  the  results,  Darticularly  with  regard to the  automobile,  may 
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Fig. 10. An illustration of the  “ranging  by  triangulation”  technique 
applied in the  Bionic cane. The  hatched  areas  indicate the 18” solid  cone 
of reception of the  three  receivers.  The three laser beams are emitted 
from a point close to the  subject’s hand. 

difficult to develop  confidence  in a device that  warns  one of 
most obstacles but fails to give a  warning for an infrequent 
but nevertheless dangerous obstruction. In this regard the 
reliability, simplicty, and effectiveness of the cane, over the 
area it is commonly used to explore, is  difficult to surpass 
with an electronic system, and  most  current mobility aid 
programs  are therefore aimed at augmenting the cane 
rather than replacing it. 

During  the past 25 years over  twenty guidance devices for 
the blind  have been built. These  have been based on a variety 
of  principles and have been aimed at the solution of various 
aspects of the travel problem.  There  are at least three cur- 
rently active research and  development  programs on 
guidance devices, and these are  about  to be described. 
While there have been some guidance devices built that 
operate on ambient light  reflected from the obstacle, all 
three active programs are primarily concerned with  systems 
that radiate energy, either electromagnetic or acoustic. 

For the past eighteen  years Haverford College and 
Bionic Instruments Inc. have been engaged  in the develop- 
ment of an electronic travel aid [80], [81]. The  major device 
currently under  development and testing is a “laser cane”; 
the Bionic cane. This device has  had several  predecessors 
which,  while marginally useful,  have  led to the current 
design philosophy, i.e., to apply integrated circuit tech- 
nology to expand the usefulness  of an existing mobility aid. 
Thus the triangulation ranging technique (see  Fig. lo), 
develomd in earlier devices.  was combined with the Hoover 
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Fig. 11. The Bionic cane seen  in detail. 

long  cane [82]. This research has led to the design  shown in 
Fig. 11 of which ten copies are presently being  tested. 

The Bionic cane combines three lasers, associated photo- 
cells, and  electronic systems into  three  optical ranging sys- 
tems. One system  is responsible for  detecting objects ahead 
of the man and is intended to permit relaxed walking with- 
out fear of hitting  obstacles  or  striking people's legs. It also 
has an  adjustable  ranging  feature  for the deiection of more 
distant objects which  may represent significant landmarks 
useful  in navigation.  The second system projects  forward 
and  downward  ahead of the  cane  tip to provide  assurance of 
an extended level walking surface.  The  third laser  beam 
points  upward to detect  overhanging branches, signs,  case- 
ment windows, or  other above-the-waist hazards. 

All three receivers (forward,  overhead,  and  downward) 
operate  a single tactile stimulator in contact with the index 
linger. In addition  a small loudspeaker in the  handle emits a 
high-pitched sound when an  overhead obstacle is en- 
countered, no sound  for  forward  obstacles,  and  a low- 
pitched  tone  for  surface  hazards. 

Some early concern over  the possible danger of the lasers 
to sighted  bystanders  has now been dispelled, and it is to be 
hoped that  the  current tests will prove this long awaited 
development to be at the  point of practical utility. 

A second currently  active guidance device program is that 
pursued by Kay [83],  [84] at  the University of Canterbury, 
New Zealand. In this program  a  guidance device has been 
developed which  is based upon an ultra-sonic  sonar system. 
The system consists of  two independent frequency-modu- 
lated  channels utilizing a  transmitter  radiating  into  a 50" 
solid angle and two receivers mounted within a spectacle 
frame shown in  Fig.  12. The  output signals are  directed  to 
the user binaurally,  the  purpose being to indicate  both the 
distance  and  direction of an object simultaneously over a 
wide arc of  "uiew." Housing  the  transmitter  and receivers 

Fig. 12. The Ultrasonic Spectacles  designed by Kay. Transmitters  and 
receivers  are  located  at  the  bridge of the nose. Batteries  are  located in a 
vest  pocket  carrying case. 

in a  pair of spectacles represents a later refinement of the 
technique originally applied to  a Sonic Torch;  a hand-held 
monaural device about  the size and  shape of a medium 
flashlight. 

In  operation  the  ultrasonic spectacles transmit  a beam of 
energy  which  sweeps from  about 90 kHz to 45 kHz in the 
course of a  short pulse. The received  echo  is  mixed  with the 
transmitted signal and  the resulting  difference-frequency 
signal  is  conveyed to the user through  earphones.  For reflec- 
tion from a  stationary object the difference frequency is 
constant  and  proportional  to the range of the reflecting 
object.  The  amplitude of the displayed signal  is a  function 
of the reflecting properties of the object as well as its dis- 
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tance, and hence the relative intensity of the signals reach- 
ing the two ears and their time  of arrival indicate the direc- 
tion of the reflecting object. The complex array of objects 
present  in  the  typical environment leads to the generation 
of a similarly  complex audio pattern. Contained in the 
philosophy of the Kay device  is the underlying assumption 
that the user, with proper training, will learn to distinguish 
the important  from the irrelevant information. Only careful 
evaluation can determine whether this assumption has any 
validity. 

There have been a number of evaluations of the Sonic 
Torch, which has been available commercially  since  1965. 
Juurmaa [85] found little improvement in the performance 
of a group using the torch over a control  group  without the 
torch when the tasks were discriminating material and 
judgment of fine  differences  in  size.  Similar  conclusions 
were drawn by Leonard  and  Carpenter [86].  Evidently, 
under ideal conditions, normal  unaided  human .echoloca- 
tion abilities, studied by  Rice  [87],  Wilson  [88], and others, 
are only  marginally supplemented by information from the 
torch. Distance estimation was  shown to be the most suit- 
able task for the ultrasonic aid,  and the performance of the 
group using the torch did not deteriorate as much as the 
control  group in more dif€icult simultaneous discrimina- 
tioo tasks. 

Objective tests of this type apparently do  not examine 
every aspect of the complex interactive relationship between 
the device and the user, for, in contrast to these cool, cau- 
tious conclusions, it must be pointed out  that in  several 
instances, user acceptance of the Sonic Torch has been 
enthusiastic [89]. A possible reason for this may be that the 
aid reduces the anxiety  of the traveler or the effort  he  makes 
and  that  both of  these factors eluded the measurement tech- 
niques that were used. The results  of  recent attempts  to 
develop suitable measures  of the stress that mobility places 
upon blind travelers (based upon recordings of heart rate) 
have been reported by  Wycherley and Nicklin [90].  How- 
ever, despite the mixed reception met  by the Sonic Torch, 
there appears to have been a sufficient nuinber of factors in 
its favor to sustain optimism  that the newer binaural device 
will  be  even more useful. A field trial of  200 of the spectacles 
is  scheduled for 1971 with six organizations participating. 

The third currently active guidance device program is 
based on a device  developed by  Russell  [91]  in conjunction 
with the M.I.T. Sensory Aids Evaluation and  Development 
Center. This device  is  called a Travel Pathsounder. It is 
worn at chest  height  by a neckstrap and is  shown  in  Fig.  13. 
The display is auditory and is  effected  by  two small loud- 
speakers on the neckstrap. The ultrasonic beam  explores 
the volume through which the user’s  head and shoulders will 
pass as he takes the next few steps. In  contrast  to the Kay 
aid which makes the user responsible for a considerable 
amount of signal  processing, the Russell aid assumes that 
only the existence  of obstacles in the immediate  path is of 
importance. Thus when no object is detected within 6 feet 
there is no audible sound emitted by the device, but as  an 
obstacle enters the 6 feet range, a ticking sound is broadcast. 
The ticks  become louder at closer  ranges until at 30  inches 
the signal  changes abruptly to a beeping sound. 
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Fig. 13. The  Travel  Pathsounder  designed by Russell. Transmitter, 
receiver,  electronics, and  power  source  are  all  enclosed  within a single 
case worn about  the  neck. 

Thirteen of the Russell Travel Pathsounders  are presently 
being evaluated at six institutions nationwide. A  formal 
Training Manual [92]  is employed. Several  blind travelers 
have  utilized the device daily for a year. 

The position at this point of  time  is particularly interest- 
ing  because the three projects described  here appear  to be 
close to achieving their original technical  objectives. The 
near  future will determine how  relevant and  important 
these  objectives will  be  in the life of a mobile  blind person. 

VISUAL SUBSTITUTION SYSTEMS 
The widespread familiarity with  television has spawned 

the belief among many  laymen that it might be possible to 
design an artificial eye after the manner of a television 
camera,  connect it to the optic nerve  of a blind person  and 
enable him to see. The underlying misconceptions  of the 
anatomy and function of the visual  system  which this idea 
reveals are  too  numerous to detail here.  Better neurophysio- 
logical support  can be provided, however, to the feasibility 
of bypassing the optic nerve and providing direct stimula- 
tion of the visual cortex. 

Early work  by Foerster [93] and  Krause  and Schum  [94], 
who studied the effects  of  electrical stimulation of the ex- 
posed occipital lobes,  revealed that the stimulation of 
points on the striate cortex led to the sensation of discrete 
spots of  light (electrophosphenes) whose location in space 
bore a point to point relationship with the cortical area being 
stimulated. More recently,  Brindley and Lewin  [95]  re- 
ported the results obtained from stimulations with an  array 
of electrodes in contact with the medial surface of the 
occipital pole of the right cerebral hemisphere and falx 
cerebri of a blind subject. Radio receivers located under- 
neath the scalp and outside the skull were connected  through 
a trephine hole to  an  array of 80 electrodes located inside 
the skull (see Fig.  14). In this way a  permanent  breach of the 
scalp was  avoided and the stimulus signals  were  conveyed 
through the skin by radiation from transmitters appropri- 
ately tuned  to the frequencies  of the individual receivers. 
Of the original number of implanted electrodes, less than 
half functioned successfully, but despite this disappoint- 
ment,  encouraging data were gathered which indicated that 
predictable simple patterns could be generated with 4 or 5 
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Fig. 14. An X-ray  photograph of the  head of the  female  subject  employed 
in Brindley  and Jxwin’s experiments.  The  receivers  can be seen in the 
top left  hand  corner of the  figure.  The  electrodes are located beneath 
the skull. (From J.  Physiol., vol. 196, 1968,  with permission.) 

electrodes and identified  by the blind patient. Ordinarily 
the electrophosphenes disappeared immediately  when the 
stimulationceased, but the aftereffects  of strong stimulation 
sometimes persisted for up  to two minutes. 

Among the major questions that remain unanswered are, 
can a s a c i e n t  number of electrodes be implanted to 
achieve resolution of a visual image; how  closely can they 
be  placed and still be resolved; what interaction effects are 
likely to occur when many electrodes are simultaneously 
stimulated; and how long  can an  array of electrodes remain 
functional? Brindley and Lewin are optimistic that these 
problems  can  be solved and a successful prosthesis will 
eventually be developed “that will permit blind patients 
not  only to avoid obstacles when  walking, but  to read print 
or handwriting, perhaps at speeds comparable with those 
habitual among sighted people.” A similar view has been 
stated by  Schimmel and Vaughan [96] who  believe that it is 
theoretically possible to create a grid  of up  to 4OoO points 
which can be  implanted in a  human subject. 

The  emphasis on human experimentation rests on the 
fact that  to  a greater degree than is  usually  experienced  in 
experimental surgery the preliminary use  of animals is 
sharply limited  by the severe  difficulty  of evaluating their 
uisual performance. An experimenter could possibly learn 
as much in one  hour  from  a  man fitted  with a prosthesis as 
he  could discover  in a year  of experimentation with mon- 
keys.  Nevertheless, there are  some risks  involved and, as a 
result, some opposition to the use  of human subjects. On the 
other  hand, in common with other radical surgical proce- 
dures, the work on humans  has wide popular appeal. 

Strongly supporting work on electrical stimulation of the 
cortex is the implication, which  goes  well  beyond the claims 
made by Brindley and Lewin, that these measures will ulti- 
mately restore sight, essentially  in the form experienced by 
sighted  people.  However, the scientific  evidence  suggests 
that the “visual  experience”  will be much more restricted 
and may  be qualitatively different. A more revealing com- 
parison would  result if direct stimulation of the visual 
system  were  seen as creating a coarse grained  shadow-play 
lying  somewhere  between  vision and providing  access to a 
sensory surface analogous  to a previously unavailable area 
of the skin. This skin-like surface, albeit with potentially 
greater sensitivity and greater resolution, may be capable of 
providing an additional means  of  supplying information 
input to the nervous  system.  Experience has shown that the 
costs of the necessary research, development, and imple- 
mentation will be high, and yet the potential patient popula- 
tion  can be only a very  small fraction of the blind  com- 
munity. Bearing  in  mind the all too familiar potency of 
dramatic surgical procedures in attracting public atttention 
and public money, it is to be hoped  that the prospects and 
limitations of a direct cortical stimulation project will be 
weighted  carefully. Moreover, if it is to be supported by 
sensory-aids research funds, it  is to be hoped  that this will 
not be at the expense of the many other vital programs that 
have  been noted in this paper. 
In addition to direct cortical stimulation there are several 

active  research projects aimed at a “general purpose” 
visual aid or visual substitution system  utilizing various 
areas of the skin. One such system  is that reported by 
Starkiewicz and Kuliszewski  in Poland [97], [98] who 
coupled a 120-photocell array  to a  corresponding array of 
transistor-energized solenoids used for tactile stimulation of 
the forehead. Bliss and  Gardiner [99] have also built porta- 
ble optical-to-tactile image conversion systems  with arrays 
of  144 phototransistors driving 144 tactile stimulators 
appropriate for scanning the environment. Recently  Bach- 
y-Rita et al. [lo01 have  described a television  system com- 
prising a Vidicon camera functionally driving 400 tactile 
stimulators in the form of a 20  by  20 matrix mounted  on  an 
invalid-chair, (see Fig. 15) and placed  in contact with a ten- 
inch square of the subject’s  back. 

While  these  systems are interesting from a research 
standpoint, none is  useful  for either reading or mobility  in 
their present form. Their most  severe shortcoming is  in 
image resolution. With only a few hundred points it is 
impossible to have both an adequate level  of resolution and 
a reasonable field  of  view  in a direct-translation system. 
Commercial  television,  which  displays a picture  of far 
poorer quality than the capabilities of normal vision,  never- 
theless provides the equivalent of approximately 250 OOO 
points. While it is unknown how  many points can be  use- 
fully  displayed on the skin, it is unlikely that  a  number  as 
large as this can be accommodated. 

Even  if the resolution and field  of  view  difficulty can some- 
how  be circumvented, there are  many remaining problems. 
For example, the present optical-to-tactile systems  provide 
stimulation which is either on-or-off (i.e., no “grey  scale”). 
They are also monocular, and the range of ambient light for 
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Fig. IS. The  visual substitution system of Bach-y-Rita et al. [loo]. A 
television camera  is  supported by an overhead  member.  The  20-by-20 
array of tactile  stimulators  is located in  the  chair  back. 

satisfactory operation is  limited. Looking  into the future 
however,  it  may  be  possible to combine  such an optical-to- 
tactile image conversion system  with an ultrasonic mobility 
aid and certain forms of  image  processing.  If such a com- 
bination could be made with a highly compatible display 
and could also be made small and portable, there is a 
possibility that  a very  effective aid might  be  evolved.  But the 
technical,  psychophysical and economic  problems  that  such 
a device  would pose are  numerous,  and the prospects are not 
encouraging. 

THE EVALUATION OF SENSORY AIDS 

In  an earlier section  of this paper we noted the fact that 
the trial and  error  approach  to sensory-aid development 
made the continuous  evaluation. of performance  a vital 
part of the research and  development process. This is par- 
ticularly true of mobility aids. The recognition of this fact 
has grown significantly during the last decade  although the 
structure of  research  financing,  which customarily sup- 
ports research and development  followed separately by 
evaluation, has tended to mitigate against a closer interac- 
tion between  these  activities. Evaluation of the utility of a 
device  is  one of the most  difficult  phases  in its development. 

Many complex factors, among them the experience and 
personalities of the subjects whose performance is under 
test, contribute  toward the difficulties  of evaluation. Most 
b a s n g  to some observers are the cases  in  which the use  of 
a mobility aid, for example, provides little or no detectable 
improvement in performance  and yet the user  will not  hear 
of parting with it. Nevertheless, the recent trend toward 
more extensive programs of evaluation [101]-[103] but 
largely isolated from research and  development activity, 
has  shown signs  of taking the first steps toward establishing 
a  methodology which,  when properly applied, can yield 
useful data[l04], [76]. 

In  an effort to meet the need for some  mechanism for the 
evaluation and  development of  sensory aids, M.I.T. in  1964 
set up the Sensory Aids  Evaluation  and  Development Cen- 
ter (SAEDC).  The early program of the SAEDC involved 
the examination of radio frequency  compasses, folding 
canes, braille translation by computer, a high  speed  electric 
braillewriter, and  other devices. The center has also been 
responsible for the organization of a  number of  conferences 
on various aspects of  blindness rehabilitation. A close work- 
ing relationship exists  between the center and the M.I.T. 
departments of Electrical and Mechanical  Engineering 
whose students, some  of whom  are blind, are involved  in the 
development  and preliminary evaluation phases  of  many  of 
the projects. This relationship is  still  in the process of evolu- 
tion, but the point appears to have  been  reached  when the 
center will shortly prepare to extend the scope  of its evalua- 
tion by initiating the larger scale production of those devices 
which  have indicated potential merit. 

The three most significant evaluation programs on sen- 
sory aids have  all  been carried out during the last 15 years. 
The first  began  in 1957 with the development  of the Battelle 
reader which  was the first of the modern family  of instru- 
ments whose output resembled the sound  produced by the 
original Optophone. An extensive  sequence  of training les- 
sons was constructed and a  total of 52 blind  people par- 
ticipated as subjects. In their final report Coffey and 
McFarland [lo51 found that the average reading speed  (of 
about ten wpm)  fell as a function of an increase  in  size  of the 
class.  They concluded, however, that if adequate screening 
methods  could be  developed to select good potential stu- 
dents, this tendency could be arrested, and  that  about ten 
percent of the totally blind population might  be trained to 
read at a minimum  speed of 20  wpm. 

The G-5 obstacle detector designed at Haverford College 
and Bionics Instruments Inc. was a predecessor  of the cur- 
rent Bionic cane. An evaluation of this device,  which 
utilized a single optical triangulation system,  was reported 
by Deatherage [106].  He  examined the performance of  26 
subjects using both  “customary aid” and the G-5 device. It 
was found  that  the G-5 was marginally superior in  field 
trials although aided performance was found to be inferior 
on standard obstacle courses. The report concluded that 
personality variables were signdicantly related to the 
evaluation and  that there was an evident  need to develop 
screening methods or prescription criteria. 

The Sonic Torch, designed  by Kay, was manufactured in 
England, starting in 1964, and supplied to numerous or- 
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versity or the research institute, industrial organizations 
offer manufacturing capabilities as well as those of  develop- 
ment  and research. These organizations thus possess a 
considerable resource, the most valuable parts of  which are 
largely untapped  due to the severe  economic restrictions 
that  cloud the entire sensory-aids effort. 

While all of  these organizations, universities,  research 
institutes, and industries have at one time  been  involved  in 
sensory-aids  research and  development, seldom has there 
been any overt attempt in the U. S. to integrate their ac- 
tivities  in such a way as  to combine the strengths and avoid 
the weaknesses  of each. A  major barrier to  more closely 
combined activities is the fragmentation of  financial  re- 
sources. This develops from the fact that the sensory-aids 
field  falls  within the bailiwick  of at least five government 
agencies  each  with a responsibility for only a part of the 
total  problem. Too often cooperation among  programs 
funded by different  agencies has been constrained by 
governmental  procedures so that  no effective interchange 
takes place. Perhaps  more serious than this has been the 
lack  of  qualified  staff within these  agencies to stimulate, 
monitor, and evaluate technological research and develop- 
ment. Until recently, little or  no engineering representa- 
tion was present on study sections and little technical 
advice  in proposal evaluation was taken, if at all. Also, the 
commonly accepted industrial practice of  competitive 
bidding is  still  largely nonexistent. Thus, these  agencies 
have  lacked the ability to evaluate the scientific  merits of 
technical proposals, to  respond to the implications of  new 
technological developments, and  to effectively monitor  and 
utilize the results from engineering grants and contracts. 
These  aspects  of the “blindness system” [l J in the United 
States have  resulted  in an overall sensory-aids  research and 
development program  that is small, poorly coordinated, 
inefficient, and contains a disproportionate and  perhaps 
unnecessary duplication of effort. 

Nevertheless,  in spite of  these  difficulties,  several  devices 
have  been  developed to the point where  they are presently 
in the field trial stage. In the event that these  devices  suc- 
ceed  in terms of proven utility, the blindness  system  will 
meet an even greater challenge ; the comprehensive  deploy- 
ment of  sensory aids for the blind. At the present time there 
appears to be little serious preparation being made to meet 
this challenge.  However, an efficient  flow pattern of  effort 
from the inception of an idea to the ultimate deployment 
of a device  must  eventually  be established. If this is to be 
done within the current structure of research and tech- 
nology  in this country, experience  shows that either suffi- 
cient  inducement must be  offered to  encourage the neces- 
sary participation of industry and the cooperation of other 
research centers, or a comprehensive  research and develop- 
ment organization or  National  Center [ 191 must be  set up, 
funded by government, and capable of carrying projects 
through the manufacture  and  deployment stage. It seems 
likely that, as more aids become available, the pressures to 
resolve the problems posed by manufacture  and deploy- 
ment needs  will  become more acute and  that these proposals 

CONCLUSIONS 
In  almost all past papers  devoted  to a review  of  sensory 

aids it has been customary to concentrate on the technical 
problems. To have continued in this tradition may have 
been more  appropriate  to  an engineering journal, but a 
discussion  of  only the technical aspects would  have  re- 
vealed  barely  half  of the problems. Successful  sensory aids 
will undoubtedly not evolve without the application of con- 
centrated technical and scientific effort, but if this effort is to 
be marshalled effectively, changes will  have to occur both 
in our methods of  assessing priorities on resources  in the 
biomedical  field and the manner in  which  these  resources 
are deployed. In concise terms the lessons we must learn 
are the following. 

First, the planning for this work  requires a considerably 
better understanding of the basic demography  and sociology 
of  blindness. 

Second, the problems of sensory-aid development do not 
lie  exclusively  in the technical arena but intersect  many 
disciplines. Therefore, for their solution, these problems 
require well-integrated  research programs  and  cannot be 
approached in a piecemeal fashion. 

Third, evaluation plays a role  of greater importance in the 
process  of  sensory-aid  research and development than is 
customary in industrial R and  D. This fact must be ack- 
nowledged both in terms of appropriate funding proce- 
dures and in the provision of the necessary  facilities  within 
which  these  activities can be more closely integrated. The 
establishment of a National  Center for Sensory  Aid  Re- 
search may  ultimately be the most efficient  way  of  meeting 
this need. 

Fourth, the fragmentation of effort  fostered by the 
policies  of the funding agencies  must  be avoided. Greater 
efficiency could be achieved if national objectives  were  es- 
tablished and a coordinated program were  developed. 

Finally, solutions to the problems of providing prosthetic 
aids for the handicapped  can  and must be sought with 
greater resolve and in more diversified  ways. Furthermore, 
meeting the needs  of the  handicapped must  be  recognized 
as a responsibility  of us all, and it is in  acknowledging this 
simple fact that the major challenge  really  lies. 
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